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Increase the power of the written word.



Increase the power of the written word.
Making documents more powerfully interactive 
to support faster and deeper reading as well as 
more thought out writing. 



…by adding a few words at the end of a book.



document.…by adding a few words at the end of a



This approach builds more richly interactive 
environments where the elements in the 

environments are more aware of  themselves, what 
their characteristics are, and their contexts.



The key is to let documents know more about who they are: 
how to cite them, what they contain and how they are structured.



Visible Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@{{visible-meta}} version = 
{1.1}, generator = {Liquid | Author 
4.6}, } 

@article{ author = {Douglas Carl 
Engelbart}, title = {AUGMENTING 
HUMAN INTELLECT – A 
Conceptual Framework}, month = 
jul, year = {1962}, institution 
= {SR1}, 

@{visual-meta-end}

Paper-Meta 
c o l o p h o n  o n  t h e  v e r s o  o f  t h e  t i t l e  p a g e

e d i t i o n  n o t i c e / c o p y r i g h t  p a g e  
i m p r e s s u m / p r i n t e r ' s  i m p r i n t
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Visible Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@{{visible-meta}} version = 
{1.1}, generator = {Liquid | Author 
4.6}, } 

@article{ author = {Douglas Carl 
Engelbart}, title = {AUGMENTING 
HUMAN INTELLECT – A 
Conceptual Framework}, month = 
jul, year = {1962}, institution 
= {SR1}, 

@{visual-meta-end}

Paper-Meta 



Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 

generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  

} 

@article{ 

author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  

title = {History of  Citations},  

year = {2020}, 

institution = {Liquid Information}, 

} 

@headings{ 

<json> 

[ {"name":"Citation Systems", "level":"level1"}, 

{"name":"History", "level":"level1"}, 

{"name":"Religious Developments", "level":"level2" 

{"name":"Great Bible (1539)", "level":"level3"}, 

{"name":"Geneva Bible (1557/60)", "level":"level3"}, 

</json> 

}  

@{visual-meta-end}

Visual-Meta
A p p e n d i x



Visual-Meta

BibTeX [with optional JSON] in a human readable form appended to the end of  a document

N o t  a  n e w  s t a n d a r d !

Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 

generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  

} 

@article{ 

author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  

title = {History of  Citations},  

year = {2020}, 

institution = {Liquid Information}, 

} 

@headings{ 

<json> 

[ {"name":"Citation Systems", "level":"level1"}, 

{"name":"History", "level":"level1"}, 

{"name":"Religious Developments", "level":"level2" 

{"name":"Great Bible (1539)", "level":"level3"}, 

{"name":"Geneva Bible (1557/60)", "level":"level3"}, 

</json> 

}  

@{visual-meta-end}

I t  i s  an  approach
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Visual-Meta 
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Visual-Meta 
@{visual-meta-start} 
@visual-meta{ 
version = {1.0}, 
generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  
} 

@article{ 

author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  

title = {History of  Citations}, 

year = {2020}, 
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@headings{ 
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@{visual-meta-end}
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Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 

generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  

} 

@article{ 
author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  
title = {History of  Citations}, 
year = {2020}, 
institution = {Liquid Information}, 
} 

@headings{ 

<json> 

[ {"name":"Citation Systems", "level":"level1"}, 

{"name":"History", "level":"level1"}, 

{"name":"Religious Developments", "level":"level2"}, 

{"name":"Great Bible (1539)", "level":"level3"}, 

{"name":"Geneva Bible (1557/60)", "level":"level3"}, 

</json> 

}  

@{visual-meta-end}

D E S C R I P T I V E /  
C I T I N G



Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 

generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  

} 

@article{ 

author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  

title = {History of  Citations}, 

year = {2020}, 

institution = {Liquid Information}, 

} 

@headings{ 
<json> 
[ {"name":"Citation Systems", "level":"level1"}, 
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{"name":"Religious Developments", "level":"level2"}, 
{"name":"Great Bible (1539)", "level":"level3"}, 
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</json> 
}  
@{visual-meta-end}
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Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 

generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  

} 

@article{ 

author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  

title = {History of  Citations}, 

year = {2020}, 

institution = {Liquid Information}, 
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@headings{ 
<json> 
[ {"name":"Citation Systems", "level":"level1"}, 
{"name":"History", "level":"level1"}, 
{"name":"Religious Developments", "level":"level2, "author":"Niels Ole Finnemann"}, 
{"name":"Great Bible (1539)", "level":"level3"}, 
{"name":"Geneva Bible (1557/60)", "level":"level3"}, 
</json> 
}  
@{visual-meta-end}

S T RU C T U R A L
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Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 

generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  

} 

@article{ 

author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  

title = {History of  Citations}, 

year = {2020}, 
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} 
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@{visual-meta-end}
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@description{ 
What this is, as described for anyone who would like to support it in their software systems: Visual-Meta is based on the academic BibTex citation information in LaTeX with added (optional) JOSN to describe the document you are reading, in order 
to enable rich interactions which are otherwise stripped from the document when exported to PDF or other delivery documents. 
The way reader software looks for Visual-Meta in a PDF is to parse it from the end of  the document and look for @visual-meta-end}. If  this is found, the software then looks for @ { visual - meta - start }and uses the data found between these 
marker tags. 
The introductory section, visual-meta,{ specifies which version of  Visual-Meta is used, followed by what software generated the Visual-Meta. This can be the software which created the document: generator = { or software which appended the 
Visual-Meta onto the back of  a previously created document: appended by = { (‘Appending’ Visual-Meta can be done, for example, with our ‘Reader’ application which looks for a DOI on the first page of  the document if  no Visual-Meta is found, 
and asks the user for permission to resolve the DOI into a BibTeX entry which can be inserted into the document, as described next: 
The first informational section is usually prefaced by @article{ for articles/papers or @book{ for books. The difference is useful to determine how to display the document, for example, in our ‘reader’ software @book{ opens to a single front page in 
full screen. 
This section further includes standard BibTeX information which should be appended to the clipboard/copy space when copying any text from the document, in order to allow the software–for example a word processor–the user pastes into to paste 
as a full citation, which the software can then automatically list in a Reference section on export. 
The above is required and the following is optional: 
The @headings{ section is in the <json> format and it specifies what text is a heading, what level heading it is as well as the name of  the author for that section, if  the section was authored by someone else than other sections which should also be 
added when copying text from that section, to allow the pasted citation to correctly cite the author. When specifying the name of  an author that name will remain valid until another author is specified. 
@glossary{ This sections lists what terms are in the glossary. 
Feel free to add your own tags but please describe them in this introduction section in order for others to derive value from them now and in the future. 
This was written February 2021. More information is available from https://visual-meta.info or from emailing frode@liquid.info 
} 

Visual-Meta 
@{visual-meta-start} 
@visual-meta{ 
version = {1.0}, 
generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  
} 

@article{ 
author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  
title = {History of  Citations}, 
year = {2020}, 
institution = {Liquid Information}, 
} 

@headings{ 
<json> 
[ {"name":"Citation Systems", "level":"level1"}, 
{"name":"History", "level":"level1"}, 
{"name":"Religious Developments", "level":"level2"}, 
{"name":"Great Bible (1539)", "level":"level3"}, 
{"name":"Geneva Bible (1557/60)", "level":"level3"}, 
</json> 
}  
@{visual-meta-end}

D E S C R I P T I O N
also…



@description{ 
What this is, as described for anyone who would like to support it in their software systems: Visual-Meta is based on the academic BibTex 
citation information in LaTeX with added (optional) JOSN to describe the document you are reading, in order to enable rich interactions 
which are otherwise stripped from the document when exported to PDF or other delivery documents. 
The way reader software looks for Visual-Meta in a PDF is to parse it from the end of  the document and look for @visual-meta-end}. If  this 
is found, the software then looks for @ { visual - meta - start }and uses the data found between these marker tags. 
The introductory section, visual-meta,{ specifies which version of  Visual-Meta is used, followed by what software generated the Visual-Meta. 
This can be the software which created the document: generator = { or software which appended the Visual-Meta onto the back of  a 
previously created document: appended by = { (‘Appending’ Visual-Meta can be done, for example, with our ‘Reader’ application which looks 
for a DOI on the first page of  the document if  no Visual-Meta is found, and asks the user for permission to resolve the DOI into a BibTeX 
entry which can be inserted into the document, as described next: 
The first informational section is usually prefaced by @article{ for articles/papers or @book{ for books. The difference is useful to 
determine how to display the document, for example, in our ‘reader’ software @book{ opens to a single front page in full screen. 
This section further includes standard BibTeX information which should be appended to the clipboard/copy space when copying any text 
from the document, in order to allow the software–for example a word processor–the user pastes into to paste as a full citation, which the 
software can then automatically list in a Reference section on export. 
The above is required and the following is optional: 
The @headings{ section is in the <json> format and it specifies what text is a heading, what level heading it is as well as the name of  the 
author for that section, if  the section was authored by someone else than other sections which should also be added when copying text from 
that section, to allow the pasted citation to correctly cite the author. When specifying the name of  an author that name will remain valid until 
another author is specified. 
@glossary{ This sections lists what terms are in the glossary. 
Feel free to add your own tags but please describe them in this introduction section in order for others to derive value from them now and in 
the future. 
This was written February 2021. More information is available from https://visual-meta.info or from emailing frode@liquid.info 
} 

Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 
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@description{ 
What this is, as described for anyone who would like to support it in their software systems: Visual-Meta is based on the academic BibTex citation information in LaTeX with added (optional) JOSN to describe the document you are reading, in order 
to enable rich interactions which are otherwise stripped from the document when exported to PDF or other delivery documents. 
The way reader software looks for Visual-Meta in a PDF is to parse it from the end of  the document and look for @visual-meta-end}. If  this is found, the software then looks for @ { visual - meta - start }and uses the data found between these 
marker tags. 
The introductory section, visual-meta,{ specifies which version of  Visual-Meta is used, followed by what software generated the Visual-Meta. This can be the software which created the document: generator = { or software which appended the 
Visual-Meta onto the back of  a previously created document: appended by = { (‘Appending’ Visual-Meta can be done, for example, with our ‘Reader’ application which looks for a DOI on the first page of  the document if  no Visual-Meta is found, 
and asks the user for permission to resolve the DOI into a BibTeX entry which can be inserted into the document, as described next: 
The first informational section is usually prefaced by @article{ for articles/papers or @book{ for books. The difference is useful to determine how to display the document, for example, in our ‘reader’ software @book{ opens to a single front page in 
full screen. 
This section further includes standard BibTeX information which should be appended to the clipboard/copy space when copying any text from the document, in order to allow the software–for example a word processor–the user pastes into to paste 
as a full citation, which the software can then automatically list in a Reference section on export. 
The above is required and the following is optional: 
The @headings{ section is in the <json> format and it specifies what text is a heading, what level heading it is as well as the name of  the author for that section, if  the section was authored by someone else than other sections which should also be 
added when copying text from that section, to allow the pasted citation to correctly cite the author. When specifying the name of  an author that name will remain valid until another author is specified. 
@glossary{ This sections lists what terms are in the glossary. 
Feel free to add your own tags but please describe them in this introduction section in order for others to derive value from them now and in the future. 
This was written February 2021. More information is available from https://visual-meta.info or from emailing frode@liquid.info 
} 

Visual-Meta 
@{visual-meta-start} 
@visual-meta{ 
version = {1.0}, 
generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  
} 

@article{ 
author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  
title = {History of  Citations}, 
year = {2020}, 
institution = {Liquid Information}, 
} 

@headings{ 
<json> 
[ {"name":"Citation Systems", "level":"level1"}, 
{"name":"History", "level":"level1"}, 
{"name":"Religious Developments", "level":"level2"}, 
{"name":"Great Bible (1539)", "level":"level3"}, 
{"name":"Geneva Bible (1557/60)", "level":"level3"}, 
</json> 
}  
@{visual-meta-end}

D E S C R I P T I O N
also…



@semant ic{  

<json> 

{ 

"=places" :  [  

{  

"name":  "The Hague" ,  

" la t i tude" :  "52 .0705° N",  

" longi tude" :  "4 .3007° E" 

}  

]  

}  

</json> 

}

S E M A N T I C S
also…

One way o f  do ing  i t…



@paratext{ 

references  = {References} ,  

g lossar y  = {Glossar y} ,  

endnotes  = {Endnotes} ,

PA R AT E X T S
also…

( H e a d i n g s  c o u l d  b e  i n  d i f f e r e n t  
l a n g u a g e s )



@glossar y{ 

<json> 

[  

"Apple" ,  

"Augment" ,  

"Augment ing Human Inte l lect" ,  

"Author" ,  

"Br uce Horn" ,  

"Computer  Lib" ,  

"Doug Engelbar t" ,  

"hyper text" ,  

"Internet" ,  

"NLS",  

"SRI" ,  

"Steve Jobs" ,  

"Ted Nelson" ,  

"Vint  Cerf" ,  

"Visua l -Meta" ,  

"World Wide Web",  

"XEROX PARC" 

]  

</json> 

} 

G L O S S A RY
also…

i n  f u l l …



Visual-Meta 

@{visual-meta-start} 

@visual-meta{ 

version = {1.0}, 

generator = {Author 5.3 (812)},  

} 

@article{ 

author = {Frode Alexander Hegland},  

title = {History of  Citations}, 

year = {2020}, 

institution = {Liquid Information}, 

} 

@dublin-core{ 
Creator: Diane Hillmann 
Date Issued: 2001-04-12 
Date Created: 1999-11-14 
Identifier: http://dublincore.orgusageguide/2001-04-12/generic/ 
Replaces: http://dublincore.org/usageguide/2000-07-16/generic/ 
Is Replaced By: Not applicable 
Is Part Of: http://dublincore.org/specifications/dublin-core/usageguide/2001-04-12/ 
Status of  Document: This is a DCMI Working Draft. 
} 

C O M P L E T E LY  
E X T E N S I B L E  

Ju s t  s a y  wh a t  y o u  a d d



Appendix after the Appendix 
Annotations & Amendments 

C O M P L E T E LY  
E X T E N S I B L E  

G o  f u r t h e r …



visual-meta benefits 

Advanced Interactions While Reading  
fold, click on citations or endnotes in text, glossary, potentially change citation style 

Augmented Citing 
copy text and paste as citation 

Enables Computational Text 
text can show specific information based on variables such as equations 

Server ‘Surfacing’  
provides servers with internal access to data, including references & tables 

Legacy safe 
just text in PDF readers 
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in closing, the Goal is to: 
 

Increase the power of the written word 
by adding a few words at the end of a document 
to describe what the document is, in a human & 

computer readable manner. 

It is a simple proposal which can provide the means 
for powerful interactions in a robust way.
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Frode Alexander Hegland 
visual-meta.info
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